
Dear Sir/Madam,

Hope you are doing well. My name is Don Tang. I would like to introduce our company and equipment to
your esteemed company.

We are puller manufacturer with decade years
experience in Foshan city which was the
aluminum profile production center of China. We
are focused on puller in these years and
accumulate the valuable experiences
regarding design, fabrication and after sale
service.

We have got experienced mechanical and electrical
engineers who work for the company since its
establishment. The machine's design and technology
are based on the foundation of Siemens automatic
technology, since it adopts Siemens PLC
S7-1200(program self designed), Siemens servo
motors, and Siemens electrical components.
The transmission adopt rack and pinion design, just
as OMAV does. As a result, the machine runs stable
and reliable, especially suitable for high quality and
high precision extruding. Most top China aluminum
extrusion companies are our faithful clients. For
your information, our machine has got CE
certificate.

Under modernized management and strict
quality control, we inspect every part rigidly no
matter machining by our worker or sourcing
from outside. We have got 2 workshops, one is
for the machining and painting, another is for
assembling and debugging, the wide and neat
workshops make all procedures are orderly.



Most of our cost are based on China supply chain hence price is rather reasonable. We are the biggest
Siemens parts buyer in the aluminum puller field in China, have very good relationship with Siemens
agency therefore can get strong support from them regarding procurement so that our delivery time
is assurable.



We have an experienced team of after sales service, they install and commissioning more than 200 sets of
puller annually around the world. In these special time of covid-19, all our exported machine had been
installed and debugged by the customer or 3rd party while our engineers and technicians provide
guidance online. That way works.

Whenever you are going to expand your business or update your production line, we are glad to provide you
technical proposal and quotation, so that you would have more reference and option.

Reference list and catalog are available upon request and welcome your inquiry at any time.

Thanks for your attention and have a nice day!

Best regards
Don Tang (sales representative)
Foshan Jinhan Yuehaihan Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd
Email: expo3@fsyuehang.com
Whatsapp/Wechat/Mobile:+86 135 3535 9290
Web: www.fsyuehang.com
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